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ABSTRACT

By Yeong Nam Jeong
Our ecosystem has geobiophysical relationships. Environmental pollution can
lead to immediate consequences like organism death or lack of reproduction. It can also
lead to long-range consequences through mutations and DNA damage. Fish can be
affected very directly by environmental contamination in water but the study of fish is not
performed well. We are developing a quantitative assay to assess DNA damage in vitro
due to heavy metal contamination using a tissue culture line of Poeciliopsis lucida, the
desert pupfish, which is used for other toxicology assays. To detect DNA damage, Single
Cell Gel Electrophoresis (Comet Assay) is very useful. PLHC-1 cell line has been
widely used for laboratory experimental systems but not the comet assay. This research
demonstrates that arsenic can damage cells. As2O3 was worse than As2O5, even though
As2O5 is more water soluble. Longer exposure and higher concentrations greatly
increased both the number of comets and the length of the tails. PLHC-1 cells are
undergoing apoptosis in response to As2O3; however, DNA laddering assays with As2O3
and other known apoptosis reagents (Cadmium, Camptothecin) were negative using
PLHC-1Cells. Other studies using DNA laddering with fish cells show that different cell
lines can have different results in DNA laddering assay. It supported that negative result
of PLHC-1 cell line on DNA laddering assay. I already performed Hach Kit assay to
monitor arsenic concentration in the Big Sandy River. However, this Hach Kit was not
accurate and sensitive enough. Therefore, for future study I plan to do the
GeoBioPhysical Modeling studies of Arsenic Pollution in West Virginia. These should be
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based on more samples from water which is collected with GPS locations and incorporated
into GIS mapping. In particular, the water and stream sediments near the mine sludge
ponds and coal burning power plants should be obtained and tested with sensitive and
accurate methods like SEM.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Arsenic Toxicity in the Environment

Our ecosystem is very closely connected. Environmental pollution can lead to
immediate consequences like organismal death or lack of reproduction. It can also lead
to long-range consequences such as DNA damage and mutations. Fish can be affected
very directly by environmental contamination in water. The objective of this research is
to examine the effect of arsenic on the biology of fish cells and to relate this effect to the
human and natural sources of arsenic in the aquatic environment that fish must live in. In
particular, this research focuses on coal’s possible contribution to arsenic pollution, both
from mining and from coal fired power plants.
Arsenic is soluble in water and is a colorless, flavorless, and unscented solution
[1]. Arsenic occurs in the environment naturally and because of human actions like coal
mining or pesticide use. Arsenic is a chemical element commonly found in rocks and
minerals. Usually Arsenic is not found in its pure metal form.
There are two main categories of arsenic compounds, organic and inorganic [2].
Organic arsenic compounds are combined with hydrogen and carbon, while inorganic
arsenic compounds contain oxygen, chlorine, and sulfur. Organic arsenic is less harmful
than inorganic arsenic to living organisms. Arsenic is found in coal in Appalachia,
especially in Kentucky and Alabama (see Figures. 1.1, 1.2). This coal contributes to high
levels of arsenic in streams, which is increased when it is mined [3]. When this coal is
burned, the fly ash can have high levels of arsenic. In Northern West Virginia, this has
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led to higher levels of arsenic in water. Other areas with large amounts of arsenic in coal
include China [4].
Figure 1.1 Arsenic in Well Water in the US (from [5]).

Figure 1.2 Arsenic in Appalachian coal area (from [5]) There are some types of coal
which have extremely high arsenic concentrations locally. Some of this coal is in eastern
Kentucky and southern West Virginia.
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Here in Cabell and Wayne Counties in West Virginia, close to Marshall
University, there is coal mining near the Tug Fork and Big Sandy Rivers, flowing into the
Ohio River. (Figure 1.3)
Figure 1.3. Coal area in Cabell and Wayne County, West Virginia
(Mapping with ArcGIS Software). X indicates a mining area and the colored squares are
representing the satellite images of the topography for each section.

The amount of arsenic in the water in Southern West Virginia is not very well
studied. However, on Oct 11, 2000, there was a major spill of coal slurry in Eastern
Kentucky, near the town of Inez [5]. A dam of Martin County Coal Corporation failed,
spilling 250 million gallons of water and 155,000 cubic yards of coal waste into the Tug
Fork of the Big Sandy River. This caused a fish kill and people had to treat their drinking
water to clean it up. Coal is washed and the dust collects in behind dams called
impoundments. The dust settles to the bottom of the water and become sludge or slurry.
This sludge can have many toxic metals like arsenic. Figure 1.4 illustrates a coal slurry
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impoundment. Clearly there is a lot of coal waste in the water which could leach into the
rivers and streams, causing arsenic pollution.
Figure 1.4. Coal impoundment with sludge in West Virginia
Picture from Mrs. Linda Hamilton.

“The spill contained measurable amounts of metals, including arsenic, mercury,
lead, copper and chromium, but not enough to pose health problems in treated water,
according to a federal official. The full extent of the environmental damage isn't yet
known, and estimates of the cleanup costs go as high as $60 million.” [5]. Very little is
known about long term effects of this spill. Also, very little is known about how arsenic
affects fish health and mortality. This study will help address some of those unanswered
questions.
1.2 Arsenic and Human Health
More is known about how arsenic affects human health [6]. Arsenic is wellunderstood toxic and carcinogenic agent. The U.S. EPA had established the maximum
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contaminant level (MCL) for arsenic in drinking water of 50 ppb (50 μg/L) which
changed to 10 ppb (10 μg/L) in January 2006 [1]. Arsenic has been linked to several
forms of cancer (bladder, lungs, skin, kidney, nasal passages, liver, and prostate) [7] .
Arsenic exposure is associated with cardiovascular, pulmonary, immunological, and
neurological, and endocrine problems [6]. Inorganic arsenic has both acute (short-term)
and chronic (long-term) toxicity.
Arsenic is a natural substance that has been used over 2,400 years for medical
purposes. In the 18th century, many different arsenic preparations were used
therapeutically. In the 1780s, Thomas Fowler made a solution of 1% arsenic trioxide in
potassium bicarbonate [8]. Fowler’s solution was used empirically for a variety of
systemic illnesses (asthma, chorea, eczema, and psoriasis) and infectious diseases from
the 18th until the 20th century. Arsenic is one of the materia medica, the body of
collected knowledge about the use of any substance for healing in the 19th century. In the
20th century this materia medica became the basis for pharmacology, the study of
therapeutic drugs.
Fowler’s solution was also a major therapy for leukemia treatment until
substituted by radiation and cytotoxic chemotherapy. Various arsenic compounds have
been used to treat cancer for centuries in traditional Asian and Western medicine [9]
However, because of toxicity and potential for cancer due to chronic arsenic
administration, physicians abandoned the widespread use of arsenic. By the mid-1990s,
arsenic was only used for treatment of trypanosomiasis (sleep sickness). People’s
Republic of China however was more isolated from western medicine and followed
traditional Asian medicine. Arsenic trioxide was used in this culture for many centuries.
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As2O3 is a common component of these medicines and is the effective agent.
In the 1970s, Chinese doctors began studying effectiveness of arsenic trioxide as a
treatment for acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) [8]. As2O3 has been used in clinical
trials for treatment of several leukemias, including acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL).
As2O3 induces clinical remission in some patients with APL, event those who relapse
after retinoic acid treatment, another popular therapy.

The mechanism of actions for

As2O3 targeting and killing tumor calls is not fully characterized. As2O3 has been
reported to act as an oxidative agent, causing DNA damage and DNA mutations.

Chen

et al. [10, 11] used an APL cell line to show that As2O3 reduces expression of the
apoptosis marker bcl-2 and causes apoptosis even in cells which are not differentiating.
The apoptotic effect of As2O3 in leukemic cells has led investigators to propose that
As2O3 may also induce apoptosis in other types of cancer cells [12, 13].
How arsenic causes cancer is not well understood. Jin et al. report that the
two most common forms of inorganic arsenic forms found in drinking water, As2O3 and
As2O5, cause DNA damage to rat astroglia cells (primary nerve cells) as detected by the
Comet Assay [14]. The Comet Assay is a fast, sensitive method to determine if a
chemical breaks DNA at the level of an individual cell [14, 15]. The alkaline Comet
assay was introduced by Singh et al. in 1988 and is a standard method for determining
DNA damage [16]. It is used for genotoxicity testing, biomonitoring and molecular
epidemiology, and basic research in DNA damage and repair. The assay is simple,
sensitive, versatile, speedy, and economical. Comet assay provides an estimate of how
much damage is present in cells and whether it is double or single-stranded breakage.
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“In the Comet assay, the cells are embedded in a thin agarose gel on a microscope
slide. The cells are lysed to remove all cellular proteins and the DNA
subsequently allowed unwinding under alkaline/neutral conditions. Following
unwinding the DNA is electrophoresed and DNA stained with a fluorescent dye.
During electrophoresis, broken DNA fragments (damaged DNA) or relaxed
chromatin migrates away from the nucleus. The extent of DNA liberated from the
head of the comet was directly proportional to the DNA damage. There are many
possible explanations on how comet assay works. Many evidence points to the
fact that during the lysis step, the membranes, cytoplasm and nucleoplasm are
removed leaving a halo of DNA embedded in agarose. DNA damage induces
relaxation in the supercoiled DNA coils, which are then pulled to one side by
electrophoresis. According to this theory, the single strand break should uncoil
and relax the DNA, which can then be picked up on the Comet assay. There are
also evidences suggesting that DNA damage induces small fragments of DNA
which are then separated on electrophoresis. Comet assay essentially measures the
degree of relaxation as well as fragmentation of DNA within the cell.”
The comet Assay can detect both Double Strand Breaks and Single Strand Breaks. The
single strand breaks does not produce DNA fragments until the DNA is denatured.
Therefore, Comet Assays are usually run at basic pH to unwind the double stranded DNA
[17].
1.3 Arsenic Effects on Fish
To understand the arsenic toxicity, for the most part research was studied in
mammalian cell lines. However, the aquatic animal species, including fish in arsenic
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toxicity study is not much performed. Often in vivo bioassays are studied about
environmental chemicals hazardous on fish species, but the whole-fish assays are taking
to much time, hard to repeat, and expensive [13, 18-25]. For some decades, the cultured
fish cell lines have been broadly used in laboratory test systems to determine the
cytotoxicity and the genotoxicity of single compounds or environmental samples [26].
So, fish cell lines are much easier to demonstrate than entire fish for studying the watersoluble arsenic and other metals toxicity [27].
PHLC-1 (Poeciliopsis lucida hepatocellular carcinoma) cell line [28] is using for
this arsenic toxicity study. PHLC-1 cells are derived from a liver tumor from Poeciliopsis
lucida, a small desert fish, commonly called the topminnow (Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5. Poeciliopsis lucida, Desert topminnow [29].

The liver is a major organ used for toxin elimination. Because this cell line
retains liver cell properties, it is used for in vitro toxicology assays and is well
characterized by environmental toxicologists [28, 30-40]. PHLC-1 has been used to
screen heavy metals and other environmental toxins using a combined stress protein and
cytotoxicity assay. The Single Cell Gel/Comet Assay has also been developed as an
assay for DNA damage and genetic toxicology. I have used PLHC-1 cell lines to develop
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the Comet Assay for DNA damage using exposure to two types of inorganic arsenic,
As2O3 and As2O5.
1.4 Apoptosis and DNA damage
Apoptosis has great biological significance and is involved in development,
differentiation, cell cycle, the immune system and in the elimination of defective cells.
When apoptosis does not occur or is unregulated, it is linked to pathological conditions:
like cancer, autoimmune diseases and spreading of viral infections are caused by lack of
apoptosis, while neurodegenerative disorders and AIDS are caused or increased by too
much apoptosis [41]
Apoptosis is a highly regulated pathway that maintains cell proliferation in
balance with cell death [42]. If apoptosis is stimulated or suppressed inappropriately,
cancer or abnormal development could result. The arsenic induced apoptosis in mammals
are well studied [9, 10, 43-46]. Apoptosis occurs in living fishes exposed to metals [24],
but the specific effects of this element on the apoptotic cascade are not understood well.
Cell culture cells are a useful model for apoptosis since they are easier to work with than
whole fish [47]. This research has been done with the DNA fragmentation assay to
monitor apoptosis the use of PLHC-1 cells induced by As2O3 and cadmium chloride [27].
Toxicity of cadmium and arsenic can make wounded cells vanishing by necrosis
(under severe conditions) or apoptosis (under less severe conditions). Both types of cell
death are distinct and have important implications. Necrosis is another mechanism for
cell death which is sudden and leads to inflammation and little reuse of cell materials
(Figure 1.6). Necrotic cells swell and leak out their cell contents. When membranes
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finally completely break, the enzymes and cytoplasm are released into the surrounding
tissues causing inflammation.
Figure 1.6. Apoptosis compared with Necrosis [42].

Apoptosis is the programmed cell death and cause unique morphological changes that
include [42]:
•

nuclear chromatin condensation

•

shrinkage of cells

•

disintegration of nuclear membrane

•

break down of plasma membrane and formation of membrane-bound
broken down cells (apoptotic bodies)

•

degraded nuclear DNA into ‘DNA ladder’.

Apoptosis can be caused by various intra or extracellular signals. Causes of
apoptosis include:
•

ligation of cell surface receptors,

•

DNA damage as a cause of defects in DNA repair mechanisms
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•

treatment with cytotoxic drugs or irradiation

•

lack of survival signals,

•

contradictory cell cycle signaling

•

developmental death signals.

These different apoptosis signals seem to activate a shared cell death pathway leading to
the typical features of apoptotic cell death [48].
Apoptosis morphological changes are a consequence of a series of molecular and
biochemical pathway steps occurring in an apoptotic cell, such as activation of
proteolytic enzymes (caspases) which eventually cut chromosomal DNA into short
fragments and cleave a series of specific proteins which usually determine the integrity
and shape of the cytoplasm or organelles [48].
In the cell, caspases are translated as inactive enzymes, the procaspases. At their
N-terminus, procaspases carry a prodomain followed by a large and a small active
subunit which can be separated by a short peptide. The procaspases are cut apart by a
proteolytically active enzyme, resulting in two subunits, one large, and one small. The
prodomain is also frequently but not necessarily removed during the activation process.
Then a heterotetramer made up of two small and two large subunits can form an active
caspase enzyme.
Many researchers have concluded members of the caspase protease family are
central controllers of apoptosis, and cause the eventual DNA degradation into DNA
ladder by endonucleases [49]. There are at least ten related cysteine proteases which
contain a conserved QACXG amino acid sequence (where X is R, Q or G) in their active
site. When caspases are activated during apoptosis, they cut other susceptible proteins at
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aspartate residues. So the name caspases combines cysteine C from active site and asp
for aspartate in substrate. The proteins cleaved by caspases are located throughout the cell
in the nucleus, cytoplasm and cytoskeleton.
Faverney et al. [27] reported detecting apoptosis and showed DNA fragmentation
assay results using Cadmium (II) in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) cell line.
However, PLHC-1 cell lines had not been observed DNA laddering. Wang et al. [47]
research can explain that two different cell lines, JF (fin cells of Therapon jarbua) and
TO-2 cells (ovary cells of Tilapia), were treated with sodium arsenite in acute and
chronic exposure. The arsenite-treated JF cells shows the DNA laddering as dose
dependent, and chronic exposure has more severe DNA laddering than acute exposure.
However, DNA laddering was not shown in the TO-2 cells with and As2O3 (Figure 1.7)
[47].
Figure 1.7. As-treated TO-2 cell line has no DNA ladder and arsenite-treated JF cell line
detect apoptosis [47]

Fish cell lines response to arsenic appears to be different than in mammalian cell lines.
P53 expression in apoptosis is not induced by chemotherapy agents in PLHC-1 cell and
in primary liver cells from rainbow trout. This experiment used cells treated with various
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apoptosis inducing chemicals and then proteins were purified and run on western blots to
measure p53 levels. Arsenic induced apoptosis is reported to be p53 dependent in
mammalian cell lines [9]. In a normal growing viable cell, the p53 protein is susceptible
to degradation when it ubiquitinated [50]. Ubiquitination of p53 can be reversed by the
action of the deubiquitinating enzymes, which prevent its degradation. When DNA is
damaged by genotoxic stress such as arsenic, p53 is phosphorylated at several specific
serine and threonine amino acids. This phosphorylated p53 then moves into the nucleus
where it activates genes to be transcribed which control apoptosis. p53-mediated
apoptosis signaling is dependent on the interplay of many regulatory factors, including
proto-oncogenes as well [51] as tumor-suppressors.
Extensive DNA damage can trigger apoptosis. Apoptosis prevents cancer, but
reduces replacement of cells. In non-dividing cell populations, cell death reduces the
number of cells which can perform certain functions. Arsenic may not be involved in a
p53 apoptosis pathway, however. Arsenic Trioxide induces Reactive Oxygen Species
(ROS) in cells. DNA damage for ROS stops DNA replication at the cell cycle
checkpoint. p53 mediates the G1 to S-phase checkpoint of the cell cycle. Un-repaired
damage can slow/stall cell division (the p53 dependent checkpoint).
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Cell lines
Poeciliopsis lucida hepatoma cell lines (PLHC-1) was obtained from the
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) through the Duke
University Cell Culture Facility. This PLHC-1 cell line was derived from an adult female
Poeciliopsis lucida, a topminnow from the Sonoran Desert [52]. A liver tumor was
caused injecting fish with of a carcinogen and adapted to cell culture. PLHC-1 cells
continue to show some specialized cell functions of hepatocytes. PLHC-1 cells have
inducible and stable cytochrome P450 activity and can be used in vitro to screen
environmental stressors like heavy metals using a combined stress protein and
cytotoxicity assay [28, 31, 36-38, 40, 53]. Heat shock protein hsp70 is inducible in
PLHC-1 cells as well [54]. Retention of hepatocyte properties has made this cell line
ideal for in vitro toxicology assays; it has been well characterized by environmental
toxicologists
Cells were grown in T-75 cm2 flasks at 30oC CO2 Incubator in Minimum essential
medium (Eagle) with 2 mM L-glutamine and Earle's BSS adjusted to contain 1.5 g/L
sodium bicarbonate, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, and 1.0 mM sodium pyruvate,
95%; added 5% of fetal bovine serum and 1% pen streptomycin [55].
To maintain cell line, cells are briefly rinsed the cell layer with no serum MEM
and treat 0.05% Trypsin-0.53 mM EDTA solution. 350 μl of Trypsin-EDTA solution
added to flask and put at incubator for 1-5 minutes until cells detach. Flask was tapped
until cells slide off bottom of the flask. Fresh culture media added mixed by pipetting
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and transfer into new culture flasks. Cells were split every 2 or 3 days. PLHC-1 cells
come off in small groups and when broken into single cells, viability is reduced [55].
2.2 Growth Curves
In order to determine the growth rate of the PLHC-1 cells, a growth curve was
determined. On day 1, two concentrations of cells (1 x 105 cells /ml and 3 x 104 cells /ml)
were prepared on 12 wells plates and kept growing 6 days. Each day, at the same time,
two wells of cells were trypsinized and counted using a hemocytometer [56]. This
experiment was performed three times. The data was plotted using Excel.
2.3 Comet Assay
1 x 105 cells/ml cells were seeded on 12 wells plate and kept growing 2 or 3 days
for 80% confluence. As2O3 and As2O5 (1 μM, 5 μM and 10 μM) were diluted into media
without FBS. Control cells were also prepared using media without FBS. The cells were
treated with various arsenic types and concentrations for 1 hour and 2 hours. Then cells
were rinsed with 1x PBS, trypsinized and harvested with 1x PBS. These samples are
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 1 to 2 minutes. One control sample was counted using a
hemocytometer and all the other cells were resuspended with 1x PBS to a concentration
of 1 x 105 cells per ml based on this count. After this procedure, the Trevigen Protocol
was followed.
Lysis solution was prepared at 4°C for at least 20 minutes before use and Low
Melting Point (LMP) Agarose was prepared 100oC incubator for 5 minutes with the cap
loosened and kept in a 37°C incubator for cooling down. After then LMP Agarose was
aliquot each microfuge tube 500 μl. Each 50 μl of 1 x 105/ml cells were combined with
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LMP Agarose and mixed by pipetting gently. Cells were transferred as 75 μl aliquots
onto each comet slide area. These comet slides were placed on the ice in the dark for 30
minutes for improving adherence. Chilled Lysis Solution were added at 4°C, for 30 to 60
minutes and then added Alkaline Solution pH>13 for 20 to 60 minutes at room
temperature in dark, after tapping off Lysis Solution. After removing Alkaline Solution,
slides were washed by dipping in 1x TBE buffer for 5 minutes twice and transferred to
electrophoresis apparatus. Slides were run at 35V for 10 minutes. Slides were gently
tapped and washed with 1M Tris 3 times and immersed in 70% ethanol for 5 minutes.
Samples were moved to slide holder for drying. This assay was performed in duplicate on
two or three occasions [57].
After all these steps, samples were imaged using Olympus BX51microscope and
photomicrographs were taken at using Olympus Microsuite™ Basic software. I used 10X
and 20X for image but 10X is much better to score cell measurement. Cells were counted
approximated fifty independent cells for photographs of the microscope comet slides as
recommended by other papers [15].
2.4 Comet Assay Analysis
Comet Assay IV Software was used to score comets from images [58]. This is
discussed in more detail in the results section.
2.5 DNA Laddering Assay
Cells were transferred 5 x 105 cells/ ml into the microfuge tubes and centrifuge at
2000 rpm, 4oC for 5 minutes. After remove supernatant, 20 μl of lysis buffer was added
and then 10 μl of RNase was added at 37oC for 30-120 minutes. 10 μl of proteinase K
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and cells were added and incubated at 50oC for overnight. Cells were electrophoresis in
1.5% agarose gel at 35V, over 4 hours. Gel was stained in ethidium bromide and taken
picture by Bio-Rad GelDoc System [59].
2.6 Apoptosis Assays
For apoptosis assay we used the FragELTM DNA fragmentation Detection Kit,
Fluorescent TdT Enzyme (QIA 39) from CalBiochem. There are four steps: Fixation;
Permeabilization; Enzymatic labeling reaction; Termination [60].
First, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS. To allow the enzyme and
substrates to enter the cell, we permeabilized them by Proteinase K treatment 20μg/ml in
10mM pH 8.0 Tris buffer for 5 minutes. Enzymatic addition of labeled nucleotides was
carried out by using Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase (TdT) and fluorescein
labeled deoxynucleotides. Equilibration of cells was done in the 1X TdT (Terminal
Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase) buffer for 10-30 minutes at room temperature. After
equilibration, enzyme and nucleotides were added (60 μl TdT Labeling Reaction); the
mixture was incubated at 37oC for 1-1.5 hours. The fixed and labeled cells were washed
in 1x TBS 3 times for 1 minute and mounted with a glass cover slip using Mounting
Media from the kit [60].
For this assay, the Bio-Rad MRC1024 Confocal Scanning Microscope was used.
Since we used fluorescein as our fluorescent label (ex. max 490nm, em. Max 525nm), we
set up our microscope with the 488nm excitation line and the 522/329nm band pass
emission line. The image was gotten on 40X with oil. We used Carl Zeiss AIM software
and Image J for making images better.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Growth Curves
For the cell growth curve assay, cells were set up in duplicate cultures at two
different cell concentrations (1 x 105 cells/ml and 3 x 104 cells /ml). Cells counted at
daily intervals for six days which reached the plateau phase. This experiment was
performed three times.
Doubling time can be determined by calculating the number of days it takes to
get twice as many cells in a culture or by drawing a straight line through an exponential
plot of cell number vs. days of growth. Understanding of the culture growth condition is
significant in the cell culture experimental design for planning when to plate and harvest
cells in experiments [56].
These following graphs (Figures 3.1-3.3) show that PLHC-1 cell line has
minimum of two days and maximum of three days of doubling time. Since first data from
the first day had one bad data point, I decided to perform two more experiments for better
data sets. The different starting cell concentrations both have similar doubling times on
days 4-6. The lower concentration has a lag in doubling until it gets to a good
concentration. PLHC-1 cells trypsinize in small groups of two or three cells. If they are
completely single cells, they grow more slowly, possibly because of reduced cell viability
[55].
Figure 3.1. The growth of PLHC-1 Cells was determined during three separate
experiments. In Cell Growth Replicate 1, there was a single very low count for the 1
X10E5 on the fifth day of counting, so the experiment was repeated two times more.
Cell Growth Assay Replicate 1.
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Figure 3.2. Cell Growth Assay Replicate 2.
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Figure 3.3. Cell Growth Assay Replicate 3.

Based on this data, cells were treated with a small amount of trypsin to keep
small clusters of two or three cells and subdivided with enough cell numbers into new
cell culture flask to keep good doubling time for harvesting, splitting and performing cell
culture assays (e.g. comet assay, cytotoxicity assay).

3.2 Comet Assay Preliminary Experiments
PLHC-1 cells have not been reported to be used for comet assay. However,
PLHC-1 cell lines are important to screen toxins such as heavy metals using a combined
stress protein and cytotoxicity assays [55]. Therefore, I wanted to use this cell line for
comet assays for arsenic and no one has performed comet assay successfully.
Initial experiments were not reproducible because there were several
problems. First, the original assay had complicated method of pouring gels on slides and
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staining. We solved this problem following Trevigen comet assay kit. This kit includes
comet slides, lysis solution, and SYBR green for staining and it was a good method.
Trevigen recommended that TBE is better than sodium hydroxide for gel electrophoresis.
After using this kit, we still had some problems.
In the first assay using the Trevigen kit, As2O5 has more comet background
than As2O3 even though some studies reported that As2O3 has more toxicity than As2O5.
We learned [61] that As2O3 should be prepared freshly for each of assay because As2O3
picks up O2 from air. After solving this problem, we performed several assays with the
As2O3 and As2O5 but cells were almost dead with this concentration of arsenic (5
μΜ, 10 μΜ, 25 μΜ and 50 μΜ of As2O3 and 10 μΜ , 25 μΜ, and 50 μΜ of As2O5)
(Jeong and Murray, 2005). Higher concentration and long term of arsenic has more
comet background, and at 10 μM of arsenic, cells were almost blown out.
Raisuddin et al. [62] shows that high amount of arsenic concentration kills so
we chose lower arsenic concentrations of 1, 5, and 10 μΜ of As2O3 and As2O5. We also
had problems dissolving As2O3 in water. We followed recommendations of a paper [63]
that recommended dissolving the As2O3 in 1 N NaOH and then neutralizing it to pH 7.0
with 1X PBS and diluting it. They recommended storing the As2O3 for shorter periods.
We determined that it took too long to trypsinize and count each well of cells
for the comet assay. If cells spent too much time in PBS and/or trypsin they had high
background comets in the control (Jeong and Murray, 2005). This problem was
addressed by plating the same amount of cells per well in 12 well plates and counting one
of the control wells after trypsinizing. Then it was assumed that all the wells would have
roughly the same number of cells after the various arsenic treatments.
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Comet assay was performed duplicated and the final results were good with
As2O3 but As2O5 had higher comet background in controls.
For analysis comet assay, Comet Assay IV free trial software was very useful.
This software is a single-click scoring method, efficient and easy system available for
measuring DNA damage. Also, this software organizes and saves result as Excel file so it
can be used for statistical software. SPSS used for analysis data [58].
3.3 Optimized Comet Assay Experiments
I performed a series of experiments that were reproducible (Table 3.1). I treated
AS2O3 and As2O5 two days each of samples and sample was duplicated and on the slide I
put two sample gels. Controls are also prepared. Experiments were performed in
duplicate. Because most of comet assay studies suggested duplicate experiments.
Table 3.1 Comet Assay Design
Arsenic Type

Day

As2O3
As2O3
As2O3
As2O3
As2O3
As2O3
As2O3
As2O3
As2O5
As2O5
As2O5
As2O5
As2O5
As2O5
As2O5
As2O5

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Time of Exposure
hours
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
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Treated Wells
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

I followed the Trevigen protocol and after drying comet slides to take a picture,
slides were imaged using Olympus BX51microscope and photomicrographs were taken
at using Olympus Microsuite™ Basic software. I used 10X and 20X for image but 10X is
much better to score cell measurement. Cells were counted approximated fifty
independent cells for photographs of the microscope comet slides as recommended by
other papers [15].
3.4 Methods of Comet Assay Data Analysis
Comet assays are often used for determining if a chemical causes DNA damage.
These slides, including negative controls, are recommended to be coded by one
researcher and then independently analyzed by another researcher, who doesn’t know
which ones are which. This prevents picking out the data which supports the hypothesis.
There are many methods for quantifying DNA migration in the comet assay.
Some methods are based on scoring the comets into categories based on DNA damage
and no DNA damage and counting how many are in each category. This works best
when there is no DNA damage in the control cells. This method doesn’t provide data
about the amount of breakage in more damaged cells [15].
“A more useful approach classifies comets into several categories (generally four
or five), based on the length of migration and/or the perceived relative proportion
of the DNA in the tail (e.g., Gedik et al., 1992; Anderson et al., 1994; Kobayashi
et al., 1995]. By assigning a numerical value to each migration class, the average
extent of DN A migration among cells within a culture or animal can be
calculated [15].”
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I was not able to independently score my comet assays. However, I did score the images
by counting fifty or more cells and determining a category of DNA damage for each [64].
For categorical data analysis, I followed Çok et al. method [64]. They classified
by eye into three categories of migration statement like undamaged (no migration), low
migration (LM) and high migration (HM). I also used eye to determine cell class and
cells were counted approximately 50 using Comet Assay IV software. We decided to
categorize comet migration as No damage (no migration), Low Damage, Medium
damage and High damage. Figure 3.4 shows typical examples of these categories of
comets.
Figure 3.4. Pictures of scoring categories for Comet Assay.

In order to do statistics, we calculated the Total Comet Score. This was obtained
by adding up the number of each category and then averaging it and multiplying by 100.
For example, if there were 15 no damaged cells, 15 low damaged cells, 12 medium
damaged cells and 8 high damaged cells the score is ((15 +30 + 36 + 32)/50) * 100. This
statistic summarized the overall damage of a particular amount of arsenic [64]. In Figure
3.5 I have graphed the Total Comet Score of As2O3 treated cells over two experiments.
There is more damage with more arsenic, and there is somewhat more damage at 1 hour
compared with two hours treatment. This may be caused by toxic response to longer
exposures.
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Figure 3.5 Categorical Data of As2O3 of data pooled from two experiments was
summarized as Total Comet Score. This was obtained by adding up the number of each
category and then averaging it and multiplying by 100.

3.5 Software – Comet Assay IV
It is possible to measure length of DNA migration in microns. Migration length is
related directly to size of DNA fragments. Migration length can be measured with the
micrometer in the microscope eyepiece, by ruler on photographs or by image analysis.
Comet Assay IV was used to measure DNA damage. Comet Assay IV scores
comets by selecting a cell image and clicking it. Then Comet Assay IV calculates a
series of measurements which can be exported into Microsoft Excel file format.
However, this software was not convenient to measure cells which are really close to one
another (Figure3.6 A) [58].
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Figure 3.6. Four examples of Comet Assay IV screen shots. A indicates that two close
cells were not good to measure. B is an example of a round, undamaged cell. Notice
there is no tail to measure. C is an example with medium damage in the categorical
scoring system. D is an example with high damage that is almost blown up.

A. Two close cells were not good to measure.

B. An example of a round, undamaged cell. Notice there is no tail to measure.
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C. An example with medium damage in the categorical scoring system.

D. An example with high damage that is almost blown up.
With Comet Assay IV, the measurements are automated following an image
processing algorithm which is quick to use and reproducible. If using Image J or other
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image software, you must draw around the comet to measure its area or use the mouse to
draw a line to measure the tail length. The software manufacturer reports this eliminates
“all subjectivity from the scoring process”. The software also has an algorithm to
compensate and autocorrect uneven backgrounds and different brightness levels which
are common with this assay. This makes it easier to compare between experiments [58].
Comet Assay IV used several different ways of measuring the damage to
DNA (Figure 3.7). These measurements include Olive tail moment, tail % intensity and
tail length which are the most useful and popular methods for estimating DNA damage in
the Comet assay.
Figure 3.7 Definitions of Comet Assay IV software measurements.

The International Workshop on Genotoxicity Test Procedures recommends using image
analysis software like Comet Assay IV for analysis.
"DNA migration can be determined visually by the categorization of comets into
different 'classes' of migration (Collins et al 1993) or by using an eyepiece
micrometer to estimate image or tail length. However, image analysis is
recommended, with the measurements of parameters such as the percentage of
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DNA in the tail (percent migrated DNA), tail length and tail moment (fraction of
migrated DNA multiplied by some measure of tail length). Of these, tail moment
and/or tail length measurements are the most commonly reported, but there is
much to recommend the use of per cent DNA in tail, as this gives a clear
indication of the appearance of the comets and, in addition, is linearly related to
the DNA break frequency over a wide range of levels of damage. The approach or
parameter used must be clearly defined and, if not typical, be justified [65]."
The "tail moment" was defined by Olive et al. in 1990 as “the product of the
amount of DNA in the tail and the mean distance of migration in the tail” [66]. This
measurement is automatically determined by the software.
3.6 Comet Assay IV Scoring Data Analysis
I analyzed the comets using the scoring from Comet Assay IV. The data are
summarized below. I have summarized the SPSS statistical charts in Appendix A.
Overall, the analysis showed that increasing concentrations of Arsenic increased
DNA damage. There was not much difference between one and two hours of exposure.
But sometimes the two hour time points were more severely damaged and fewer cells
were on the slides to count and score. It is possible these cells have died from apoptosis
and the DNA was too damaged to stain.
AS2O3 Head Length Data is summarized in Figure 3.8. This represents that Head
Length is getting smaller when arsenic concentration is high. This data was statically
significant in an ANOVA analysis.
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Figure 3.8 Mean Head Length calculated by using Comet Assay IV software with As2O3
treatments.
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Figure 3.9 shows that Tail Length is getting longer when arsenic concentration is
higher. This data was statistically significant using an ANOVA analysis. There is more
DNA damage with 1 hour treatment, and the 10 μM treatment causes very much damage
by 2 hours.
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Figure 3.9 Mean Tail Length graphed with As2O3 concentration.
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Figure 3.10 shows that mean head intensity in decreasing with increasing arsenic
concentration. This measurement was statistically significant in an ANOVA analysis.
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Figure 3.10 Mean Head Intensity graphed with As2O3 concentration.
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Figure 3.11 shows that mean Tail Intensity is higher as As2O3 has higher concentration.
Again, this result was more dramatic with the 1 hour treatment than with the two hour
treatment because the two hour cells were almost dead. This measurement was also
statically significant using one-way ANOVA.
Figure 3.11 Mean Tail Intensity graphed with As2O3 concentration.
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Figure 3.12 shows that mean Tail Moment is increased as As2O3 has higher
concentration. Again, this result was more dramatic with the 1 hour treatment than with
the two hour treatment because the two hour cells were almost dead. This measurement
was also statically significant using an one-way ANOVA.
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Figure 3.12 Mean Tail Moment Graph. This tail moment is most important variance and
it is head length versus tail length. This graph represents when As2O3 concentration is
higher, tail moment is increased.
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Figure 3.13 is a graph of the Mean Total Area of the Comet. This measurement was not
statistically significant for As2O3 increasing concentrations or time.
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Figure 3.13 Mean Total Area Graph As2O3
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Three other measurements of the Comet Assay IV were mean grey intensity, total
intensity and width. It was hard to interpret total intensity and width with this data.
As2O3 is statistically significant with all measurements except Mean Grey Level.
Head length and Head Intensity is decreased when As2O3 has higher
concentrations but Tail Length, Tail Intensity and Tail moment is opposite situations. Tail
Moment is most important data for this analysis. A simple estimate of tail moment some
researchers use is head width divided by tail length. When the ratio is closer to one, the
cell is rounder. This As2O3 results on tail moment is quite expected since as As2O3 has
higher concentration, tail moment is also increased. It means that cells are more damaged.
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As2O5 also gave significant results for Head Length, Tail Intensity and Tail
Moment. (Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16). However, the data was not as good as As2O3. This
is because there were more comets seen in the controls for these experiments.
Figure 3.14 Mean Head Length with As2O5 treatments.
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Figure 3.15 Mean Tail Intensity with As2O5 treatments.
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Figure 3.16 Mean Tail Moment Graph with As2O5 treatments
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I focused on arsenic concentration and tail moment is the best thing to analyze for
this comet assay data. Tail moment is getting higher when Arsenic concentration is high.
It means that cells have more DNA damage. In Figure 3.17, I have plotted a histogram of
the tail moment statistic for both types of arsenic. This shows that with more time and
more concentration there is a larger number of damaged cells. The amount of
undamaged cells is also decreasing. In Figure 3.18 I plotted a histogram of the Tail
Length statistic. This also shows that with increasing concentrations of arsenic there is a
longer tail.
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Figure 3.17 Tail Moment of As2O3 and As2O5 with time and Arsenic concentration
variances. When As Concentration is high, DNA has more damages because tail
moments are getting increased.
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Figure 3.18. Tail Length of As2O3 and As2O5 with time and arsenic concentration
variances. When As Concentration is high, DNA has more damages because tail length is
getting increased.

3.7 MTT Assay
MTT assay was performed to determine which arsenic level is good at keeping
cells alive. MTT, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide, a pale
yellow substrate. This is broken by living cells to make a dark blue formazan product.
This needs the ability of a mitochondrial dehydrogenase enzyme. This MTT as a
colorimetric assay is applied for either proliferation or complement-mediated cytotoxicity
assays [67] [68].
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When cells are the exponential growth phase, cytotoxic drugs like As2O3 can
reduce growth or kill cells. This assay is determined by the time required for highest
damage to cells and the stability of the toxin. After the toxin sample is removed, the cells
need to have two through three population-doubling times (PDTs) to notice cell viability
and death [56]. Surviving cells are determined by the formazan products. The color can
be measured on a multiwell scanning spectrophotometer (ELISA reader).
This assay has finished yet because ELISA reader was not work so we checked
visually. I observed the cells were not being killed completely because the MTT color
was dark. If they were being killed by necrosis, then the color should be lighter with
more concentrated As2O3. Visually, MTT assay showed that the increasing As2O3 and
As2O5 concentrations did not affect cell growth- they were similar in color. We are
planning to repeat the MTT assay with a plate reader.

3.8 DNA Ladder Assay
DNA ladder assay is used for apoptosis focused in As2O3 because it gave best
results in comet assay. Initial experiments were performed in early 2006 that showed no
ladder (Fig 39). We found that camptothecin is using as a chemotherapeutic drug which
causes apoptosis, and it shows DNA ladder at some studies. However, camptothecin was
shown DNA ladder for mammalian cells but PLHC-1 cell lines were not. Therefore, we
changed not to use camptothecin and we found that a study. Faverney et al. studied that
cadmium (II) induces apoptosis in immature rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
primary cell lines.
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We performed several assays using As2O3 and cadmium chloride. As2O3 and
cadmium chloride were dissolved in two kinds of media which are with FBS serum and
without FBS serum media and treated 80% confluence cell for 24 hours. However, we
found that in without serum media, cells were not good in condition. We decided to seed
cells 5 x 105 cells/ml on 12 wells and kept growing 80% confluence. We treated As2O3
and Cadmium Chloride using with FBS serum media for 6 hours.
Wang et al. shows that they studied two fish cell lines which are JF (fin cells of
Therapon jarbua) and TO-2 cells (ovary cells of Tilapia) and they had different result in
DNA laddering assay. However, PLHC-1 cell lines had not been observed DNA
laddering. Wang et al. research can explain that two different cell lines, JF (fin cells of
Therapon jarbua) and TO-2 cells (ovary cells of Tilapia), were treated with sodium
arsenite in acute and chronic exposure. The arsenite-treated JF cells shows the DNA
laddering as dose dependent, and chronic exposure has more severe DNA laddering than
acute exposure. However, DNA laddering was not showed in the TO-2 cells with and
As2O3 (Figure 1.8) [14].
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Figure 3.19. Initial DNA ladder assay – No ladder was observed.

Figure 3.20 DNA Laddering Assay picture. Notice that there is no ladder on A. As2O3
and B. Cadmium Chloride.

A. As2O3

B. Cadmium Chloride
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3.9 Confocal Experiment
We had an apoptosis experiments for confocal microscope. For apoptosis assay
we used the FragELTM DNA fragmentation Detection Kit, Fluorescent TdT Enzyme (QIA
39) from CalBiochem. There are four steps and they are:
1. Fixation
2. Permeabilization
3. Enzymatic labeling reaction
4. Termination
First, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS. To allow the enzyme and
substrates to enter the cell, we permeabilized them by Proteinase K treatment 20μg/ml in
10mM pH 8.0 Tris buffer for 5 minutes. Enzymatic addition of labeled nucleotides was
carried out by using Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase (TdT) and fluorescein
labeled deoxynucleotides. Equilibration of cells was done in the 1x TdT (Terminal
Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase) buffer for 10-30 minutes at room temperature. After
equilibration, enzyme and nucleotides were added (60 μl TdT Labeling Reaction); the
mixture was incubated at 37oC for 1-1.5 hours. The fixed and labeled cells were washed
in 1x TBS 3 times for 1 minute and mounted with a glass cover slip using Mounting
Media from kit.
For this assay, the Bio-Rad MRC1024 Confocal Scanning Microscope was used.
Since we used fluorescein as our fluorescent label (ex. max 490nm, em. Max 525nm), we
set up our microscope with the 488nm excitation line and the 522/329nm band pass
emission line. The image was gotten on 40X with oil. We use Carl Zeiss AIM software
and Image J for making images better (Figure 3.21, 3.22).
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Figure 3.21 Normal appearance of cultured PHLC-1 cells from liver tumor of the
topminnow. Note, the morphology seen here is somewhat different than that seen in our
experimental groups that were grown to confluence.
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Figure 3.22. A. No arsenic treatment control cells. B. 5 μM As2O3 1 hr. C. 5 μM As2O3
3 hr. Occasional apoptotic cells are seen in the untreated cells. On the 1 hour treatment
cells, note blobbing and shrinking apoptotic cells. Many apoptotic cells are visible. On
the 3 hours treatment cells, these cells look like they are almost dead from apoptosis.

A.

B.

C.
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion
4.1 Arsenic in West Virginia Coal
Arsenic is a toxic, Clean Air Act, Title III Hazardous Air Pollutant element. It is
found in West Virginia coals and is therefore a significant environmental and economic
issue. Arsenic is found in coal usually in pyrite (FeS2) and arsenopyrite (FeAsS) [69].
Since pyrite is more common than arsenopyrite in coal, arsenic is usually found in pyrite
in small inclusions [70]. The coals which are highest in arsenic in West Virginia are the
Conemaugh Group. Specifically, the Harlem, Elk Lick and Mahoning coals of Tucker,
Mineral and Grant counties have the highest average amount of arsenic. However, these
coals are not usually mined because they are thin layers and are not found in wide useful
coal seams. Overall, the average of arsenic in West Virginia coals is 17.13 ppm and is
correlated statistically with both total sulfur and mercury [71].
When coal is burned, arsenic is released into the air. There are laws governing air
pollution which require power plants and other burning coal to reduce arsenic emitted to
the air. “Arsenic in coal is of great importance to Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
for NOx control. In SCR systems, ammonia vapor or urea is used as the reducing agent
and is injected into the flue gas stream, passing over a catalyst. NOx emission reductions
over 80-90% are achieved. The very expensive catalysts can be severely degraded by
arsenic poisoning; therefore the abundance of arsenic in the coal burned is of great
importance.” [72]
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As a result, coal burning power plants must spend money to reduce arsenic
emissions, and would rather avoid high arsenic coal. Coal combustion results in 1.8% of
the total emissions of arsenic to the air. During coal combustion, the fly ash is formed.
The arsenic can be concentrated in this waste product by several hundredfold. This
reduces the amount emitted to the air [71], [73].
4.2 Trace elements in the environment
What are trace elements, and why is it important to gather information about trace
elements in West Virginia coals? Trace elements are defined as those elements which are
found in coal as less than 1 percent by weight.
“Generally, trace elements are present in coal in amounts much lower 1 percent,
and are reported in parts-per-million (ppm) by weight in the coal. A trace element
concentration of 1 ppm = 0.0001% by weight, or expressed in another way, a 1
ppm concentration of a trace element equals one pound in one million pounds
(500 tons) of coal. Most trace elements in West Virginia coals are present at
levels of 10 to 100 ppm, or less [71].”
Coal consists of organic elements which are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and
nitrogen and inorganic elements include primarily silicon, aluminum, iron, calcium,
magnesium, titanium, sodium, potassium, and sulfur. Organic elements include the
flammable body of the coal, but the inorganic elements are present when coal is burned
as an ash form. “Inorganic elements (e.g. silicon and aluminum) are present in most
West Virginia coals in the range of several percent or more in ash forming minerals, but
other "inorganic" elements, such as sulfur, present in lesser amounts, may detrimentally
impact the use of West Virginia coals [71].”
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Some elements that are harmful (e.g. arsenic, mercury, lead, and selenium) are
found in coal formations in West Virginia but not in very high concentrations. The
negative impact of these toxic elements on the environment depends on their
concentration and on the quantity of coal mined and used in power plants. Every year,
millions of tons of coal are mined and burned in power plants, many of which are located
in West Virginia, close to the coal mining. Burning coal can result in large amounts of
these hazardous elements building up in the coal combustion waste (CCW). For
example, a coal fired power plant theoretically can produce 10 tons of arsenic for each
million tons of coal burned containing 10 ppm arsenic. Although coal fired power plants
use developed air pollution controls to prevent toxic elements from escaping when they
are burned, they accumulate fly ash which they store near the power plants in big piles
until it is disposed of. The ash is disposed by washing it into ash settling ponds. It has
been reported that animals living in ash basins and ponds have accumulated both Arsenic
and Selenium [74]. Some fly ash is used as land fill.
The concentration of arsenic in coal fly ash depends on the original concentration
in the coal. The arsenic in fly ash is fairly soluble since it precipitates on the surfaces of
the ash particles. There are huge amounts of fly ash left over from burning coal every
year in the United States (> 100 million tons) [75].
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is beginning to question how
safe the fly ash is, since arsenic and other metals could leach into the water supply. They
are currently investigating if more regulation of trace element emissions is needed [71].
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Figure 4.1 Map of population exposure to Coal Fired Power Plants. Circles represent a
30 mile radius around the power plant [76].

In West Virginia, many citizens live close to power plants. Figure 4.1 illustrates
this. There are many power plants located in the most populated counties in West
Virginia. If there is arsenic in the coal burned, many people will be exposed.
In addition, the fly ash and other land waste is accumulated when the coal is
burned. Table 4.1 illustrates the amount of arsenic which is released to the land in 1998
for the active coal-fired power plants in West Virginia. Some waste is stored on site at
the power plant and other waste is removed, possibly to be disposed of in old mines or
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spread as landfill. In 1998, a total of 304 tons was stored as waste at West Virginia
Power Plants. Some of the waste could easily pollute the water if it had high amounts of
toxic trace elements.
Table 4.1 The amount of Arsenic released to the land in 1998 at 13 West Virginia Coal
Fired Power Plants [76].
Plant Name
Albright
Fort Martin
Harrison
John E Amos
Kammer
Kanawha River
Mitchell
Mountaineer
Mt Storm
Phil Sporn
Pleasants
Rivesville
Willow Island
Total

County
Preston
Monongalia
Harrison
Putnam
Marshall
Kanawha
Marshall
Mason
Grant
Mason
Pleasants
Marion
Pleasants

Arsenic [Land Waste in Tons(on site(offsite))]
0(0)
2(0)
55(0)
18(32)
12(0)
0(0)
32(0.1)
25(0)
42(0)
23(0)
48(0)
0(0)
48(0)
304(32)

4.3 GeoBioPhysical Mapping of Coal Formations and Trace Elements in West Virginia
There are several geobiophysical research projects in West Virginia to map the
coal formations and their stratigraphy and characterize the qualities of the coal, including
the amount of trace elements. The West Virginia Geological and Economic Survey
(WVGES) [77] has a web page which identifies all of the trace elements in West Virginia
Coal and states which formations have what trace elements [71]. This is sorted by the
Periodic Table as well as by the individual coal beds.
The WVGES recently added an interactive GIS map called the Coal Bed Mapping
Project (CBMP) [78]. This project has been completed for two areas of West Virginia as
illustrated in Figure 4.2. However, it is not completed for many of the Southern West
Virginia coal beds. To date, there is not a map showing a linkage between both types of
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data, the trace elements and the coal formations. This map would be very useful in the
future, but without the completed WVGES Coal Bed Map, this is difficult to accomplish.
Figure 4.2 Status Map (2005) of the WVGES Interactive Coal Bed Mapping Project [78].

4.4 Arsenic Pollution in Water
Arsenic is naturally occurring and regionally varying due to combination of
climate and geology. In the United States, ground water was analyzed for arsenic in
Figure 4.3. They found of less than half of the 30,000 samples tested were contaminated
with arsenic. These analyses were at least 1 µg/L, about 10% of the samples tested had 10
µg/L or more arsenic. Welch et al. observed that in the western Unites States is
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concentrated Arsenic that in the eastern half of the United States. Especially, Appalachian
Highlands and the Atlantic Plain generally are very low (=< 1 µg/L).
Figure 4.3 31,350 ground-water samples collected in 1973-2001 (Welch et al. 2000)
(from [79]).

One problem with this analysis on the map is that there are many areas where
water has not been tested for arsenic, including much of Eastern Kentucky and Southern
West Virginia where there is much coal mining. In West Virginia, there are two areas
with very high arsenic in the water. Both these areas are found near coal fired power
plants.
Arsenic can enter water from natural mechanisms. Some soils and rocks have
high amounts of arsenic and if the pH and salinity of the environmental water will let the
arsenic dissolve well. Arsenic can also enter water from power plants. “Mercury,
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arsenic, and selenium are pollutants often present at trace-levels in power plant flue gas
and wastewater [80].”
Anthropogenic sources of arsenic are manmade. Some waste disposal sites
contribute arsenic to ground water. When some synthetic organic compounds react with
iron oxide, this can cause high arsenic concentrations in local areas. Historically, arsenic
is used in pesticides and anti-parasite drugs for chickens. There could be localized
effects from agricultural use of arsenic but this is not well studied. In West Virginia,
there are many chicken farms which can contribute arsenic waste to water. A recent
study of the Potomac watershed did not find excessive arsenic concentrations in the water
from chicken farms [81].
As discussed in the Introduction arsenic in drinking water has negative effects on
human health and contributes to higher amounts of cancer (Smith et al. 1992). It is
therefore very important to understand and measure the arsenic pollution in ground water.
“An understanding of the status and trends of arsenic concentrations in ground water can:
(1) assist water managers and users in overcoming adverse health effects through
avoidance or treatment; (2) provide a basis for evaluating the costs of adopting a
particular value for a drinking-water standard (or MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level);
and (3) assist epidemiologists interested in evaluating the intake of arsenic from drinking
water, which can contribute much of the human exposure to inorganic arsenic (Borum
and Abernathy 1994; Smith, et al. 1998) [82].”
For my thesis research, I tried to use the Hach commercial method for Arsenic
Detection to determine Arsenic water pollution in Cabell County area. On two occasions
we collected water samples from the Big Sandy River near Huntington WV. Hach
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Arsenic Kit is used for Arsenic quantification in water samples. This Hach Kit shown in
Figure 4.4 was easy to use and solved complicated procedures, dangerous chemical
reagents and has good sensitiveness.
Figure 4.4 Hach Arsenic Kit components and test strip.

“In the Hach method, hydrogen sulfide is first oxidized to sulfate to prevent
interference, then the oxidizing environment is neutralized. Next, sulfamic acid
and powdered zinc react to create strong reducing conditions in which inorganic
arsenic is reduced to arsine gas. The arsine gas then reacts with mercuric bromide,
impregnated onto a test paper to form mixed arsenic/mercury halogenides (e.g.
AsH2HgBr). The mixed halogenides discolor the test strip to a degree
proportional to the concentration of arsenic in the sample. The color change is
from white to yellow to tan to brown [83].”
However, this Hach Kit is not sensitive and accurate enough to monitor water
pollution for this study because the results are dependent on visual interpretation. We also
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could not get water samples from nearby power plants. To solve this problem we plan to
use SEM method with Dr. El-Shazly project.
For future study, Dr. El-Shazly at Marshall University is planning a more
extensive study of arsenic in regional water and coal combustion residue. He will use
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) methods that are accurate to 1 ppb.
“The scanning electron microscope can show minerals in coal ranging from large
to extremely small (much less than 1 µm = 1/1000 mm = 4/10,000 inch) sizes. To
identify the minerals the SEM must be equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray
detector (EDX) which can identify the elements in the mineral and proportionally
the amounts of each element in the mineral [84].”
4.5 Summary
In this research I have demonstrated that PLHC-1 cells can be useful for comet
assays. I have shown that As2O3 causes DNA damages in PLHC-1 cells in a dose
dependent fashion. The 1 hour time point generated better data in the comet assay than
the 2 hour time point, because cells were more damaged after 2 hours. As2O5 also caused
DNA damage, but it was less consistent than As2O3. I also showed that As2O3, Cadmium
and Camptothecin did not cause DNA laddering in PLHC-1 cells. This was interesting
since Embry et al. demonstrated that Camptothecin did not affect p53 levels in PLHC-1
cells[85]. p53 is activated in DNA damage from Camptothecin and arsenic in
mammalian cells and causes DNA laddering in mammalian cells but not in these fish
cells. Wang et al. shows that some fish cells do not have DNA laddering during
apoptosis, so it is possible that this is what happens in these cells. p53 may be activating
DNA laddering mechanism. I also showed that the FragELTM DNA Fragmentation
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Detection Kit Assay was positive for apoptosis DNA damages with PLHC-1 cells in
As2O3 treatment.
I also discussed the impact of coal mining and coal burning power plants on
arsenic pollution in West Virginia. There has not been a comprehensive geobiophysical
modeling study of this problem and its impact on ground water. I attempted to measure
arsenic concentrations in the Big Sandy River but was not able to get quantitative data
using the Hach arsenic assay.
4.6 Future Studies
This study indicated that the PLHC-1 cell line is useful for comet assays.
However, the controls have background problems and this could be due to trypsinization
or confluence of the cells used in the experiments. The DNA laddering assay was
valuable and indicated that the PLHC-1 may have different pathway for DNA damage
than mammalian cells. I also will perform the MTT assay to assess the viability of the
cells during arsenic treatment.
DNA ladder assay shows that PLHC-1 cell lines may have different pathway. We
found a reference that Embry et al. [85] studied that p53 has different pathway on fish
cell lines which is PLHC-1. They performed western blot to detect p53 using PLHC-1
and RTL-W1 cell lines with the chemotherapy drugs camptothecin (0–20 μM), cisplatin
(0–100 μM), etoposide (0–200 μM), 5-fluorouracil (0–25 μM), and mitomycin C (0–25
μM). However, p53 had not shown for these chemotherapy drugs. We think that arsenic
is also chemotherapy toxin so this is may have different p53 pathway instead of
mitochondria pathway as mammalian cells. We plan to western blot following this
reference to make sure lack of p53 in PLHC-1 cell lines.
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I plan to perform Western blots of PLHC-1 cells treated with arsenic to determine
the p53 and Heat Shock protein responses. Other apoptosis experiments including DAPI
staining and Caspase III and PARP studies should be performed to further explain how
DNA damage is causing apoptosis. Reactive Oxygen Species experiments could also be
useful.
Most importantly, future experiments are required to determine if the effects seen
in PLHC-1 cells in response to arsenic are also seen in living fish. There are many
experiments that could be performed on fish blood cells for fish captured in high arsenic
areas or experimentally treated with arsenic.
Future for GeoBioPhysical Modeling studies of Arsenic Pollution in West
Virginia should be based on more samples from water which are collected with GPS
locations and incorporated into GIS mapping. In particular, the water and stream
sediments near the mine sludge ponds and coal burning power plants should be obtained
and tested with sensitive and accurate methods like SEM.
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APPENDIX A
Statistical Analyses from SPSS
As2O3 Statistics using the Comet Assay IV Head Length Measurement.

N

Std.
Deviation

Mean

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

.00

448

19.3798
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Lower
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1.00
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4.29110
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20.0134

20.8212

5.00

391
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4.12175
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19.1178
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10.00
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19.6748

4.26266

.10409

19.2640

19.6723

.39719

18.2041

20.7322

F
14.504

Sig.
.000

Total
Model

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper
Bound
19.7259

BetweenComponent
Variance

.58587

A. Head Length Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
4.563

df1

df2
3

Sig.
1673

.003

B. Head Length Test of Homogeneity of Variances

Sum of
Squares
790.621

3

Mean Square
263.540

Within Groups

30398.819

1673

18.170

Total

31189.440

1676

Between Groups

df

C. Head Length ANOVA. Significantly important.

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
12.637

14.389
a Asymptotically F distributed.

df1
3

df2
915.640

Sig.
.000

3

1579.139

.000

D. Head Length Robust Tests of Equality of Means that shows statistically important.
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As2O3 Statistics using the Comet Assay IV Tail Length Measurement.

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

.00

448

23.8319

18.29836

.86452

Lower
Bound
22.1329

1.00

436

28.8906

17.54186

.84010

27.2394

30.5417

5.00

391

32.9258

21.16910

1.07057

30.8210

35.0306

10.00

402

31.4641

20.25699

1.01033

29.4779

33.4503

Total

1677

29.0969

19.59110

.47840

28.1586

30.0352

19.29488

.47117

28.1728

30.0211

2.01873

22.6724

35.5214

Model

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper
Bound
25.5309

BetweenComponen
t Variance

15.36501

A. Tail Length Descriptive.

Levene
Statistic
8.990

df1
3

df2
1673

Sig.
.000

B. Tail Length Test of Homogeneity of Variances

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
20422.043

Within Groups
Total

df
3

Mean Square
6807.348

622845.442

1673

372.293

643267.486

1676

F
18.285

Sig.
.000

C. Tail Length ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
18.247
18.093

df1
3

df2
915.836

Sig.
.000

3

1593.651

.000

a Asymptotically F distributed.

D. Tail Length Robust Tests of Equality of Means that shows statistically important.
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As2O3 Statistics using the Comet Assay IV Head Intensity Measurement.

N

Std.
Deviation

Mean

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

.00

448

86.9610

17.88934

.84519

Lower
Bound
85.3000

1.00

436

81.5892

21.29586

1.01989

79.5846

83.5937

5.00

391

80.2028

22.20047

1.12273

77.9954

82.4101

10.00

402

75.1949

28.34441

1.41369

72.4157

77.9741

1677

81.1682

22.97310

.56099

80.0679

82.2685

22.60279

.55194

80.0856

82.2508

2.43936

73.4051

88.9313

Total
Mod
el

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper
Bound
88.6220

BetweenComponent
Variance

22.51276

A. Head Intensity Descriptive.

Levene
Statistic
34.320

df1
3

df2
1673

Sig.
.000

B. Head Intensity Test of Homogeneity of Variances.

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
29818.512

Within Groups
Total

df
3

Mean Square
9939.504

854712.632

1673

510.886

884531.144

1676

C. Head Intensity ANOVA.

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
19.818

19.128
a Asymptotically F distributed.

df1
3

df2
904.211

Sig.
.000

3

1447.689

.000

D. Head Intensity Robust Tests of Equality of Means
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F
19.455

Sig.
.000

As2O3 Statistics using the Comet Assay IV Tail Intensity Measurement.

N

Std.
Deviation

Mean

Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean

.00

448

13.0390

17.88934

.84519

Lower
Bound
11.3780

1.00

436

18.4108

21.29586

1.01989

16.4063

20.4154

5.00

391

19.7972

22.20047

1.12273

17.5899

22.0046

10.00

402

24.5563

28.12077

1.40254

21.7991

27.3136

Total

1677

18.7722

22.89193

.55901

17.6758

19.8686

22.53574

.55031

17.6928

19.8516

2.39077

11.1637

26.3807

Mod
el

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper Bound
14.7000

BetweenComponen
t Variance

21.58421

A. Tail Intensity Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
32.961

df1

df2
1673

3

Sig.
.000

B. Tail Intensity Test of Homogeneity of Variances

3

Mean Square
9547.590

Within Groups

849648.776

1673

507.859

Total

878291.545

1676

Between Groups

Sum of Squares
28642.769

df

C. Tail Intensity ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
19.356
18.487

df1
3

df2
904.529

Sig.
.000

3

1455.065

.000

a Asymptotically F distributed.

D. Tail Intensity Robust Tests of Equality of Means
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F
18.800

Sig.
.000

As2O3 Statistics using the Comet Assay IV Tail Moment Measurement.

N

Std.
Deviation

Mean

BetweenComponent
Variance

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Upper
Bound
2.6625

.00

448

2.2761

4.16146

.19661

Lower
Bound
1.8897

1.00

436

3.5511

5.06582

.24261

3.0742

4.0279

5.00

391

4.4547

6.51359

.32941

3.8070

5.1023

10.00

402

5.8174

8.44104

.42100

4.9898

6.6451

Total

1677

3.9644

6.31550

.15422

3.6619

4.2669

6.18612

.15106

3.6681

4.2607

.75096

1.5745

6.3543

Mod
el

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

A. Tail Moment Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
56.165

df1
3

df2
1673

Sig.
.000

B. Tail Moment Test of Homogeneity of Variances

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
2825.815

Within Groups
Total

df
3

Mean Square
941.938

64022.434

1673

38.268

66848.249

1676

F
24.614

C. Tail Moment ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
25.334
23.869

df1
3

df2
882.381

Sig.
.000

3

1249.001

.000

a Asymptotically F distributed.

D. Tail Moment Robust Tests of Equality of Means
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Sig.
.000

2.15770

As2O3 Statistics using the Comet Assay IV Total Area Measurement.

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval
for Mean

.00

448

392.7522

311.38709

14.71166

Lower
Bound
363.8396

1.00

436

509.1973

337.53118

16.16481

477.4265

540.9682

5.00

391

530.0856

410.75190

20.77262

489.2453

570.9259

10.00

402

509.9391

450.75492

22.48161

465.7425

554.1356

1677

483.1378

382.55658

9.34177

464.8150

501.4605

378.89260

9.25230

464.9905

501.2851

31.92045

381.5526

584.7229

Total
Mod
el

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper
Bound
421.6648

BetweenComponent
Variance

3721.58151

A. Total Area Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
11.684

df1
3

df2
1673

Sig.
.000

B. Total Area Test of Homogeneity of Variances.

Between Groups

Sum of Squares
5106609.621

df
3

Mean Square
1702203.207
143559.599

Within Groups

240175209.367

1673

Total

245281818.988

1676

C. Total Area ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
14.966

11.626
a Asymptotically F distributed.

df1
3

df2
904.121

Sig.
.000

3

1483.232

.000

D. Total Area Robust Tests of Equality of Means
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F
11.857

Sig.
.000

As2O5 Head Length Statistics

N

Std.
Deviatio
n

Mean

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

.00

438

16.8423

4.70184

.22466

Lower
Bound
16.4008

1.00

423

16.8084

3.82607

.18603

16.4428

17.1741

5.00

421

16.1163

4.96591

.24202

15.6406

16.5920

10.00

368

15.1389

4.57803

.23865

14.6696

15.6081

1650

16.2685

4.58293

.11282

16.0472

16.4898

4.53738

.11170

16.0494

16.4876

.38942

15.0291

17.5078

Total
Mod
el

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper
Bound
17.2839

BetweenComponent
Variance

.55440

A. Head Length Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
3.374

df1
3

df2
1646

Sig.
.018

B. Head Length Test of Homogeneity of Variances

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
746.887

df
3

Mean Square
248.962
20.588

Within Groups

33887.478

1646

Total

34634.364

1649

F
12.093

C. Head Length ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
12.482

12.090
a Asymptotically F distributed.

df1
3

df2
901.893

Sig.
.000

3

1583.509

.000

D. Head Length Robust Tests of Equality of Means
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Sig.
.000

As2O5 Tail Intensity Statistics

N

Std.
Deviation

Mean

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

.00

438

31.1584

24.57364

1.17417

Lower
Bound
28.8507

1.00

423

33.0899

23.77954

1.15620

30.8173

35.3625

5.00

421

34.9720

26.97404

1.31463

32.3880

37.5561

10.00

368

30.0356

25.09747

1.30830

27.4629

32.6083

1650

32.3762

25.17365

.61973

31.1607

33.5918

25.12755

.61860

31.1629

33.5895

1.07676

28.9495

35.8029

Total
Model

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

Upper
Bound
33.4662

A. Tail Intensity Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
7.346

df1

df2
1646

3

Sig.
.000

B. Tail Intensity Test of Homogeneity of Variances

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
5717.981
1039274.0
11
1044991.9
91

df
3

Mean Square
1905.994

1646

631.394

F
3.019

1649

C. Tail Intensity ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
2.842
3.017

df1
3

df2
905.901

Sig.
.037

3

1617.439

.029

a Asymptotically F distributed.

D. Tail Intensity Robust Tests of Equality of Means

79

Sig.
.029

BetweenComponent
Variance

3.09420

As2O5 Tail Moment Statistics

N

Std.
Deviatio
n

Mean

Std.
Error

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Upper
Bound
4.9605

.00

438

4.5240

4.64849

.22211

Lower
Bound
4.0875

1.00

423

4.2882

3.94013

.19158

3.9117

4.6648

5.00

421

6.2915

6.66849

.32500

5.6526

6.9303

10.00

368

3.7365

4.48914

.23401

3.2763

4.1967

1650

4.7389

5.13952

.12653

4.4907

4.9871

5.05541

.12446

4.4948

4.9830

.55021

2.9879

6.4899

Total
Mod
el

Fixed
Effects
Random
Effects

BetweenComponent
Variance

1.14425

A. Tail Moment Descriptive

Levene
Statistic
63.740

df1
3

df2
1646

Sig.
.000

B. Tail Moment Test of Homogeneity of Variances

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares
1490.728

3

Mean Square
496.909

Within Groups

42067.103

1646

25.557

Total

43557.831

1649

df

F
19.443

C. Tail Moment ANOVA

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

Statistic(a)
14.044

19.564
a Asymptotically F distributed.

df1
3

df2
897.993

Sig.
.000

3

1391.500

.000

D. Tail Moment Robust Tests of Equality of Means

80

Sig.
.000

